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Here we show examples of two distinctly different supervised learning methods for seismic 

object detection. Both methods use deep learning graphs to classify known examples into two 

or more classes. In Image-to-Point methods the training set consists of seismic images (2D or 

3D) and corresponding labels (class numbers) assigned to the center location. Image-to-Point 

methods are typically trained on real data examples wherein the interpreter creates labeled 

inputs for each of the classes. In Image-to-Image methods the examples are seismic images 

(2D or 3D) and corresponding segmentation masks of equal size. Segmentation masks are 

images with binary values representing class numbers. Training examples are either 

interpreted real data, or simulated synthetic data. For Image-to-Point methods we show a 

seismic facies classification example and a turbidite channel detection example. For Image-to-

Image methods we present a salt dome example (trained on real data) and a fault prediction 

example (trained on simulated data).  

upervised learning for seismic So b j e c t  d e t e c t i o n  i s  a n 

established seismic interpretation 

method. Meldahl et al. (1999a and b) 

introduced this method to detect 

objects such as chimneys, faults, salt 

and so forth. Their model is a fully-

connected Multi-Layer-Perceptron 

( M L P )  n e u r a l  n e t w o r k .  T h e 

t ra in ing/ test  sets are seismic 

attributes extracted at locations that 

are manually picked by the user and 

labeled as “object” and “not-object”. 

MLP networks  are  nowadays 

considered shallow neural networks. 

Typically, the size of the training set 

for a chimney cube is a few thousand 

manually picked positions. Although 

large, this is considered do-able. 

Using the same workflow to create a 

labeled set with tens of thousands of 

examples for training a deep 

learning model is, however, not 

feasible. Instead of manually 

picking, we can use a paint-brush to 

create thousands of examples with 

a few simple strokes of the brush. 

However, paint brushing is only 

really feasible for large-scale 

objects. For smaller scale objects 

we need a different approach. In the 

two Image-to-Point examples 

shown in this paper we use a 

Thalweg tracker (Pelissier et al., 

2016) to create the labeled sets in a 

semi-automated way. 

 A Thalweg tracker is a special 

kind of voxel-connectivity tracker. In 

a conventional voxel-connectivity 

tracker, a 3D geo-body grows from a 

single seed position. With each 

i te ra t ion ,  the  body  grows by 

progressively coating its outer shell 

(hull) with a layer of voxels. The 

outward progression of the hull can 

be thought of as a geo-body “front”.  

In a Thalweg tracker, we control the 

evolution of this front by setting a 

constraint on how many cells we add 

with each iteration. If we add only one 

cell per iteration, the tracker is a 

Thalweg tracker. If we accept more 

than one cell, we call it a margin 

tracker and if we accept all candidate 

cells, the tracker is a conventional 

voxel connectivity tracker. In Thalweg 

tracking mode we only add the best 
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matching cell to the growing body. If 

we start tracking from a negative 

amplitude, the best matching cell is 

defined as the cell with the largest 

negative amplitude of all candidate 

cells. Similarly, if we start from a 

positive amplitude, we add, per 

iteration, only the most positive 

amplitude of all candidate cells. A 

Thalweg tracker therefore, always 

tracks only negative amplitudes, or 

only positive amplitudes. 

 The constraint of adding only the 

best matching cell gives the tracker 

two very interesting properties: 1) the 

tracker follows the path of least 

resistance, and 2) the tracker records 

the history of the growth. In a river 

streaming down a valley, the water 

follows the path of least resistance. 

This path is called the Thalweg after 

the German words for valley (Thal) 

and path (Weg). In seismic data, 

amplitudes are organized in patterns 

that are related to the depositional 

environment. When we follow the 

path of least resistance in seismic 

amplitudes, we tend to follow paths 

i m p r i n t e d  b y  s e d i m e n t a t i o n 

processes. As we also record the 

tracking history, we see from the 

shape of the growing body where the 

tracker spills from one setting into 

another. We can thus easily dial back 

to a smaller number of cells to track, 

and then re-track the body from the 

same seed position without spilling 

into other facies.  

 The labeled point locations 

created in this way are subsequently 

used to extract seismic images for the 

training set. The Deep Learning 

mode l  i n  ou r  Image- to -Po in t 

examples is a Convolutional Neural 

Net with a LeNet type architecture 

(LeCun, 1998). The network has five 

convolutional layers with dropout, 

batch normalization and ‘relu’ 

activation functions, two dense layers 

with dropout and ‘relu’ activation, and 

one dense layer with dropout and 

‘softmax’ activation function.

 In the Image-to-Image examples 

we use a U-Net type of Deep 

Learning graph. A U-Net is  a 

Convolutional type Neural Network 

that is known as an auto-encoder 

(Ronneberger et.al . ,  2015). I t 

consists of an encoder part and a 

decoder part (Fig. 1). The encoder 

decomposes the input  image 

sequent ia l ly  in to smal ler-s ize 

features. The decoder recombines 

the features sequentially into larger-

size components until the target 

image emerges. In other words, a U-

Net transforms an image to another 

image of exactly the same size. 

 U-Nets can be used to solve 

s e g m e n t a t i o n  p r o b l e m s  a n d 

regression problems. In the case of 

segmentation, the target output is a 

binary mask, e.g., an image (cubelet) 

with 0’s and 1’s as in our fault imaging 

example, or values with 1, 2, …, N, as 

in the seismic facies segmentation 

example. 

IMAGE-TO-POINT EXAMPLES

The first example is from a 3D dataset 

covering the Maui Gas Field in the 

Taranaki  Basin,  offshore New 

Zealand. Our target is an interval with 

stacked meandering channels 

deposited during the Miocene. The 

channels are easily recognizable on 

horizon / time-slices with a Similarity 

attribute or with RGB blended 

spectral components. Such attribute 

displays are helpful when picking 

Thalweg tracker seed positions for 

the following geomorphological 

features: meandering channels, 

unconfined channels, floodplains and 

splays. As a Thalweg tracker only 

t r a c k s  p o s i t i v e  o r  n e g a t i v e 

amplitudes, we have created eight 

different sets in total (Figure 2). 

Several sets are tracked from a 

single seed position. Other sets, 

such as splays with posit ive 

amplitudes (red points in Figure 2), 

need more than one initial seed to 

create the desired number of 1500 

positions per class when training / 

testing the CNN model.

 Input for the CNN are 3D 

cubelets of 41 x 41 x 3 samples 

(inline x crossline x two-way-time), 

extracted around the central 

(labeled) position. We trained the 

network for 20 epochs and reached 

an accuracy of 0.97 on the training 

set and 0.98 on the test set.

 F i g u r e s  3  s h o w s  t h e 

c l a s s i fi c a t i o n  r e s u l t  a t  t w o 

stratigraphic levels in the Wheeler 

domain (flattened seismic domain). 

 The second example is from the 

Kokako 3D survey, also in the 

Taranaki Basin. A recent study of the 

Kokako 3D survey by Perico and 

Bedle (2020)  focused on the 

structural controls on deposition in 

the Late Cretaceous and Early 

Miocene interval. As noted by these 

authors, the Kokako 3D survey is 

located approximately 20 km from the 

Tui oilfield. An extensive study of the 

Miocene turbidite system in the Tui 

3D seismic survey was conducted by 

Lubo-Robles and Marfurt (2019) 

using principal component analysis 

and unsupervised Machine Learning. 

Here our focus is also on the Miocene 

turbidite complex, and our workflow 

Figure 1  U-Net architecture. The input (2D image, or 3D cubelet) is decomposed into smaller 
features in the encoder part (left side). It is then rebuilt into another image (cubelet) by the decoder 
part (right side). The horizontal lines are skip connections to ensure that no information is lost in the 
process. Image source: Computer Vision Group, Uni-Freiburg.

Figure 2 Thalweg tracked point sets. The assigned labels are color-coded as follows: 1 = 
meandering channels (negative amplitudes), 2 = unconfined channels (neg), 3 = floodplains (neg), 
4 = splays (neg), 5 = unconfined channels (positive amplitudes), 6 = meandering channels (pos), 7 
= floodplain (pos) and 8 = splays (pos). Insert shows that positive splays are picked from multiple 
seeds in a different corner of the 3D volume.

Figure 3 CNN seismic facies classification volume sliced at two levels in the Wheeler -transformed 
(flattened) domain. 
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involves the supervised training on a 

two-pass seismic gradient attribute 

(2nd derivative) to capture the 

geometry of the channel systems. 

 In our interval of interest, the 

turbidi te channels are deeply 

downcutting into the host rock, with a 

V-shaped geometry in cross-section, 

and trending sub-parallel to the 

inline direction, as shown in Figure 

4. The channels in general have a 

strong lateral amplitude contrast 

with the host rock. This is due to the 

termination of reflection events in 

the host rock, and in the channel fill 

against the flanks of the channel. In 

s o m e  c a s e s ,  r e fl e c t i o n s  a r e 

associated with the flanks of the 

channels, similar to those of fault 

plane reflections. In addition to 

defining the boundary between the 

channel and the host rock, the 

gradient also helps to capture the 

reflector discontinuities within the 

channels (Fig. 5). 

 We trained the CNN on input 

cubelets from the two-pass gradient 

attribute volume. The cubelet size is 

17x17x33 samples centered on the 

labeled locations. Fig. 6 shows the 

likelihood (0-1) to belong to the 

turbidite channel class. 

IMAGE-TO-IMAGE EXAMPLES

Our first example of an Image-to-

Image approach is a fault prediction. 

The data is from the Great South 

Basin, New Zealand. First, we 

enhance the seismic data with an 

edge preserving smoothing filter. Next 

we apply a 3D fault predictor Deep 

Learning model (Wu, 2019). This 

model is a U-Net of 128x128x128 

samples  that  was  t ra ined  on 

simulated data. Finally, to sharpen 

structural discontinuities and to smear 

incoherent noise, we apply a thinning 

algorithm to the fault prediction output. 

Figure 7 is a co-rendering of the edge-

preserved smoothed seismic data 

with overlays of fault predictions (0-1). 

The top image shows thinned fault 

likelihood on section displays and fault 

likelihood on a time-slice. The bottom 

image shows thinned fault likelihood 

on a time-slice. The fault pattern on 

the time-slice is characterized by 

curvy faults typical of a polygonal fault 

sys tem  (Car tw r igh t ,  J .A and 

Dewhurst, D.N, 1998).

 Th e  2 n d  Ima g e - t o - Ima g e 

example concerns the detection of 

salt bodies. We interpret the outline of 

salt bodies on a single inline (Fig. 8 2Figure 6 Volume rendering of turbidite channels in a box of 118 km  (18x6 km) by 536 ms (Two-Way Time) 

Figure 5 Chair display of Kokako crossline and time slice of 2-pass crossline gradient.

Figure 4 Chair display of Kokako seismic data showing V-shaped turbidite channel cut-outs on the 
crossline

t o p ) .  W e  t h e n  c o n v e r t  t h e 

interpretation into a mask (0 and 1) 

and extract 2D images along the 

seismic line and its corresponding 

mask. The Deep Learning model is a 

2D U-net with dimensions 128x128 

samples. A volume rendering of the 

resulting salt likelihood is shown in 

Fig. 8 (bottom). This workflow can be 

iterated with more interpreted lines 

until we are satisfied. In this case 

iteration is unnecessary as the results 

from just one interpreted line are      

considered near-perfect.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown examples of two 

categories of seismic object detection 

methods: using Image-to-Point - and 

Image-to- Image models.  Both 

methods are based on a supervised 

learning approach, meaning the 

models are trained on known 

examples of inputs and targets. How 

to generate the training examples 

ultimately determines which method 

we use to detect the bodies of 

interest. Image-to-Point methods 

need labeled locations interpreted by 

a human interpreter. Most often this is 

easier to do than exactly interpreting 

the outline of bodies or simulating 

data, the two methods used in Image-

to-Image examples. On the other 

hand, application of trained Image-to-

Image models is much faster than 

Image-to-Point applications. 
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methods: using Image-to-Point - and 

Image-to- Image models.  Both 

methods are based on a supervised 

learning approach, meaning the 

models are trained on known 

examples of inputs and targets. How 

to generate the training examples 

ultimately determines which method 

we use to detect the bodies of 

interest. Image-to-Point methods 

need labeled locations interpreted by 

a human interpreter. Most often this is 

easier to do than exactly interpreting 

the outline of bodies or simulating 

data, the two methods used in Image-

to-Image examples. On the other 

hand, application of trained Image-to-

Image models is much faster than 

Image-to-Point applications. 
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